MONSTERIZE
YOUR SNEAKERS

Make cool “monster-ized” sneakers!
You Will Need:

Masking
• White/Green Canvas Sneakers - With/Without Shoe Laces •
Fur
Fun
•
Eyes
Tape • Glue Gun • Pencil • Paint Brushes • Googly
Black,
- Green and Blue • White Craft Foam • Fabric Paint - White,
, Glue and
Sealer
Base
Water
•
Green
and
Green • Liquid Gilding - Gold
Finish - Matte

Prepare:
Set-up your work area in a well-ventilated location. Remove
shoe laces from each shoe. Cover the rubber areas of each
shoe with masking tape.

Directions:
1. Coloring Your Shoes - Either begin with a pair of brightly
colored canvas shoes or you can paint a base coat of
fabric paint (gold, green or blue) on the shoe’s canvas.
For a more metallic look, try painting your shoes with a
light coat of liquid guilding, repeat two times. Let dry.
Finish with a thin coat of water base sealer, glue and
finish-matte to protect from discoloration. Let dry.
2. To Add Googly Eyes - Use your glue gun to add googly
eyes to the top and sides of your shoes.
3. To Create A Painted Eye - Draw a large eye on your
shoe with a pencil, it can be as large as you like, you can
draw one or several. Paint the inside of the lines with
white paint and outline with black paint.
4. To Add White Foam Teeth - Have an adult help cut out
white craft foam teeth in any shape you choose. Use
your glue gun to carefully attach them to the front of your
shoes.
5. To Create Painted Teeth - Draw two triangular teeth
below the eye with a pencil. Paint the inside of the lines
with white paint and outline with black paint.
6. Make Them Furry - Add a
small amount of fun fur to the
tongue of your shoes or add a
small stripe down the back.
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